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2008—The Second Quarter
by: Bruce Boeder, Chairman PCA Club Racing
By the time you are reading this issue of Club
Racing News, PCA club racing will have held its
360th race with the “Magic City Challenge” at Barber
Motorsports Park. A fairly major accomplishment
for something that was hoped would be an
opportunity for fun racing by PCA members back
when Alan Friedman proposed the program to PCA’s
Executive Council. Although all of us are facing the
gasoline price struggle this year, the attendance at
our races has held strong, license renewals are on
pace with last year and new never, ever racers, our
rookie candidates, continue to join us.
I recently stewarded a race at a new facility
outside of Ft. Worth, Texas, Eagles Canyon
Raceway.
A wonderful facility with a very
“raceable” track, lots of elevation changes and never
the same camber in any two corners. Other than
some unfortunate problems with the newly paved
track breaking up, the event was a wonderful event.
It reminded me that sometimes the smaller events are
the best events. I expect that the race at Eagles
Canyon will grow and once the track is repaved and
the few issues in a couple of corners are solved, it
should be a great track to race at. You might want to
try a track that is something other than one of the
“famous” tracks we race at.
In the realm of our every crafty racers
looking for an advantage, we’ve discovered a small
hole in our current enduro protocols that result from
the change last year to close the pits during all full
course yellows. We discovered that racers who by
the luck of the draw are at the back of the field at the
end of a full course yellow can dive into the pits to
start serving their mandatory five minute pit stop and
gain a surprising advantage over other racers who
lined up in the field ahead of them. This is because
the first lap, and often times, laps after the course has
gone “green” again are slower than normal racing
laps because the field is bunched up with faster and
slower cars intermixed. The stewards looked at
whether this was fair to all participants and came to
the conclusion that it was not. It is in fact inherently
unfair to the race leader, since the race leader doesn’t
have the option to dive into the pits since the starter
will never throw the green flag until the leader is
approaching start/finish. Accordingly, starting with
the Watkins Glen enduros, the entire field must take
4
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the green flag before going into the pits to start any
of their mandatory pit stops. In other words, you
must complete a green flag lap before entering the
pits. The stewards believe this is a way to keep the
racing on the track and avoid some of the games
playing. The enduro protocols will be changed but
not until the 2009 Rule Book.
On another subject, I’ve noticed several times
drivers who are leaving their pit boxes on pit lane
after serving their mandatory five minute pit stop in
an enduro come to a full stop in the pit lane at or near
the end of the pit lane. In fact we’ve had one driver
purposely do that to block a competitor who he was
only able to pass in the pit lane. Our procedure is
that a driver is to drive directly to his pit box for his
mandatory five minute pit stop and then proceed, at
or below the pit speed limit, down the pit lane when
his five minutes are over without stopping in the
traffic lane for the hot pits. It’s a pretty easy
procedure.
We’ve added Spec Boxster as a new class for
PCA club racing. A number of those cars were at
Eagles Canyon. They looked like they would be a
great car to race at a more reasonable cost than some
of the other alternatives we have. Close, competitive
racing with the driver making the most difference in
the car’s performance. Plus, frankly they “look” like
a race car. It will be interesting to see how that class
grows.
We’ve also added another timing tech to our
staff, Dave Anderson, from Nord Stern Region in
Minnesota. Our timing techs do a wonderful but
sometimes thankless job making sure we’ve all got
accurate times and places. Thanks to them and
welcome aboard, Dave.
Recently while racing at MidOhio I had the
unimaginable happen to me. It had rained hard at
about 5 AM that morning. The track still had puddles
at a few spots, most particularly the apex of corner 8,
even by the time the stock class enduro started. Part
way into the enduro I cut a bit too close to the inside,
got on the wet track and sure enough, the back end
came around (did I say it had rained?).
Unfortunately, a car that I’d passed earlier in that lap
was hot on my tail. The driver had a split second to
decide whether to try to go under me, a bad choice
since that would put him on the wet track, hit me, a

worse choice in my opinion, or go around me on the
outside, a decent choice I thought. He was doing just
fine as he slid across the wet grass (did I mention it
had rained that morning?) and actually seemed to
have the skid somewhat under control. The problem
was the tire wall at that part of the track curves in
almost to the track edge, to protect a walk over
bridge. The driver was not able to avoid the wall
(sorry, Pat). My race was over. I got to have a chat
with the scrutineers in pit lane and a follow up chat
with the steward. I got to write myself a letter “Dear
Bruce, it is unfortunate that the incident…..” I got to
attend an Orientation Meeting at my next race (OK, I
also spoke at the OM but you get my drift).
In any event, Susan Shire mentioned to me
that at any one time at least one member of the
national club racing committee is on a 13/13. The
point of this is that you can be assured that the 13/13
penalty is being enforced even handedly across the
board. It’s a tough penalty but one that I personally
think makes our program stand out among a lot of
racing programs. Even though MidOhio was run
partially in the rain, we only had two at fault
incidents. I’m not so sure we would have had that
few incidents without the 13/13 rule. We are the
only sanctioning body that has consistent, clear

enforcement of rules regarding driving conduct.
We’re going to continue with the 13/13 rule. And
no, you don’t get to lean on me in the corners for the
next 13 months and expect me to give way.
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Safety First: An Obligation to You and PCA Club Racing
by: Donna Amico, Technical and Rules Chair
There were two very significant changes to
the safety rules for PCA Club Racing in 2008, and
both have generated considerable discussion and
questions. One is the requirement for a roll cage in
all cars, and the second is the requirement for a head
and neck restraint certified to either SFI 38.1 or FIA
8858 standards. The main questions are:
1. Why are we requiring a roll cage, instead of
leaving it up to the personal choice of the
racer?
2. Why are we restricting acceptable equipment
only to devices that meet a certain standard?
The first question is a very old one. It has
been applied to seat belt use, motorcycle helmets on
highways, and probably by the racers that were first
told that they had to wear helmets. “I’m willing to
accept the risk! I shouldn’t have to do this! I’ll even
sign a waiver that I understand the risks and I accept
them and I won’t sue if something happens.”
Actually, you probably can’t waive all the rights of
your heirs, or the people who have to take care of
you if you are disabled. When we establish a major
safety rule, it has to apply to everyone and we must
enforce it to the best of our ability.
But why establish the rule in the first place?
I think we have an obligation to all of us, and the rest
of the racing community, to join together and insure
that racing risks are prudently managed. We want to
preserve our sport so we and those who follow us
can continue to enjoy amateur racing. Serious
injuries threaten the ability of PCA to maintain a race
program, and threaten the racing facilities that we

need to have a place to play. A roll cage simply isn’t
a luxury in a race car any more. It is a standard
requirement of every similar amateur sanctioning
body that races modern cars.
What about head and neck restraints? Head
and neck restraints are probably the single biggest
recent advance in race driver safety that is associated
with the driver or the car. There are now a variety of
devices that have been designed to prevent head and
neck injuries. Why mandate that a device must meet
a specific standard rather than allow the racer to
choose from among all the available devices?
When PCA relies upon SFI or FIA standards,
we are following best practices for automobile
racing. Racing sanctioning bodies in the U.S. and
elsewhere rely upon the SFI Foundation to establish
and administer standards for racing equipment.
Although the FIA establishes its own standards, it is
also a Member Sanctioning Body of SFI. SFI
Foundation employs professionals who are experts in
various aspects of racing safety, and solicits
participation from industry, scientists, and
sanctioning bodies when establishing or revising
standards.
A standard or specification is a set of
requirements for a device to be suitable for the
intended purpose.
It considers effectiveness,
reliability, human factors (how humans interact with
the device), and interoperability with other systems.
It considers whether tests are valid predictors of
actual performance before including that test in a
standard.
No single test or single aspect of
performance can substitute for a standard. It is a
complex undertaking that is beyond the resources

PCA Joins SFI Foundation, Inc.
In January of 2008, PCA joined SFI as a Member Sanctioning Body, which provides an enhanced level of
participation in SFI programs beyond the usage of existing SFI specifications. As a Member Sanctioning
Body, PCA gains access to technical expertise and training programs. We receive notification of the availability of standards, and of devices meeting those standards. By becoming a Member Sanctioning Body, PCA
joins a large community of racing organizations dedicated to improving racing safety. SFI Foundation can be
found on the Web at http://sfifoundation.com.
A list of Member Sanctioning Bodies is at
http://sfifoundation.com/member.html.
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available to most sanctioning bodes. That’s why
sanctioning bodies and manufacturers support the
SFI Foundation, so it can amass the expertise
necessary to establish validated standards and
evaluate devices.
There is a common misconception that we
have mandated the HANS device through our
reference to SFI 38.1. We have not. At present,
there are 7 devices from 4 different manufacturers
that are certified to 38.1. The most current list is
posted at http://www.sfifoundation.com/manuf.html.
There are choices available to you.
Stewardship of a racing program brings with
it significant obligations to current and future racers.
Our safety rules are designed to protect you, and to
preserve our program for those who come after us.

Rookie of the Year Henry Hoeh poses with his
924S. More on Page 10.
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View From the Tower
by: Bryan Henderson, Chief National Steward
Numbers:
You are going to read about issues with car
numbers in other parts of this issue of Club Racing
News. From the Stewards prospective numbers on cars
have become a real problem.
Some cars are
graphically beautiful but from the tower you cannot
pick the numbers out of the mess, … ahhh art, at 130
miles per hour. From a corner station at a much closer
distance it is even harder due to the relative speed to
the location. Identifying the correct car can be a safety
issue. We must get those fixed. Scruitineers and
Stewards will be asked to enforce the rules on this item.
One man’s chop is another man’s dive bomb:
I recently had a discussion at the track with a
fresh group of rookie candidates who had been to an
Orientation meeting the night before. These guys as a
group shared a misconception about our passing rules
and corner etiquette. They had the idea that since
co-existence is one of our main principles, they could
use that to bully their way through a pass. Based on
their discussion, I am confident they were given the
correct information at the meeting. However they
interpreted what they heard in a way that could get
them into trouble later. Considering comments I get
from experienced racers and the type of incidents that
continue to be our number one incident scenario I think
this miss interpretation is fairly wide spread. Therefore
even though I have discussed it before in this column, I
will touch on it again.
The incident occurs in a passing situation when
the overtaking car does not get into good position at
turn in while attempting a pass in a corner and continues to attempt the pass all the way to the apex. The car
usually gets up to a point where the front bumper is
even with the rear tire on the leading car at turn in.
Let’s say I am attempting to pass you in a right
hander following a straight. I get a run on you out of
the preceding corner, draft you for a short while then
pull to the right edge to pass you on the inside. When
we get to the turn in point, (the point where you, the car
on line normally turns into the corner), my front
bumper is even with your right rear wheel. You turn
in. I hold my position there and actually am able to
move up slightly on you so that my left front wheel and
your passenger door are even when we touch. You
spin as a result of our contact and we both come into
8
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the hot pit.
I am confident that you will get the 13 and I
will be exonerated since the Steward told me just last
night in the Orientation meeting that our guiding
principle is co-existence. That means to me that you
must leave me racing room, period. In my view you
just slammed the door on me. I got inside of you
therefore you had to leave room for me to pass. I am
shocked when the Steward tells me later in the tower
that I am getting a 13-13.
In this situation there are two different and
separate issues. One issue concerns the passing rules.
The second issue concerns co-existence.
The first issue is it is my responsibility as the
overtaking car to make a clean pass. I did not complete
a clean pass. The passing rule is,” the car ahead at turn
in has the corner”. You were still ahead at turn in so
you had the corner. I will get a 13-13 because of those
concepts. I have the responsibility to do my part of the
corner stuff correctly. I did not. Therefore I receive a
13-13 sanction. I should have backed out of the pass
attempt when it became evident I was not going to get
into a position at least even with you by turn in and
followed you through the corner.
The second issue is co-existence. It does not
override the first issue at all. It is a separate issue. In
this instance video from a trailing car clearly shows
that you left me just about five feet on the inside. The
Steward determined that to be adequate racing room.
Heck, I miss apexes by that much all the time. I think
what kind of deal is this? My erroneous conclusion is
that you can chop me and I get the 13-13.
Or an alternate ending might be:
The second issue is co-existence. It does not
override the first issue at all. It is a separate issue. In
this instance video from a trailing car clearly shows
that you came completely down to the apex and I was
partially in the grass trying to avoid. I received a
13-13. The Steward determined that you knew or
should have known that I was there. You also got a
13-13 for failure to co-exist. Two 13-13’s were given
in the same incident. However, I never found this out
since the Steward would not discuss sanctions of other
drivers with me. I assumed since I got it you did not. I
can’t believe it. I think what kind of deal is this? My
erroneous conclusion is that you can chop me and I get
the 13-13.

Or an alternate ending might be:

Concentration:

The second issue is co-existence. It does not
override the first issue at all. It is a separate issue. In
this instance video from a trailing car clearly shows
that you smoothly and predictably came completely
down to the apex. I went partially into the grass trying
to avoid contact. The Steward determined that you
were clearly visible in my windshield as this incident
unfolded. He /she determined that I was in a difficult
position for you to see. He/she determined that I also
had the responsibility to co-exist and my continued
press of the pass was not co-existence. I can’t believe
it. I think what kind of deal is this? My erroneous
conclusion is that you can chop me and I get the 13-13.
In each situation I was sure that I was being chopped.
However according to our rules I was at fault in every
situation since I was trying to complete a pass that I
simple had not earned by achieving a correct position
at turn in.

I have seen a few incidents recently where the driver
appeared to simply lose concentration. This trap can
be easy to fall into. In one situation the race was over.
The driver celebrated right off the track a couple of
corners later. In another situation the driver was
involved in a long conversation on the radio with his
crew about a spin. He turned in very early to a corner
and went off the track. In yet another, the driver had
been racing hard with the car right in front of him for
the entire race. At the beginning of the last lap it
became evident that he was not going to make the pass
and was going to finish behind the other car. He
slowed slightly and missed the apex of turn 2 by 10
feet. The resulting crash was hard. When you find
yourself thinking about anything other than the task at
hand, please slow down. Get your thoughts back on
topic.
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Rookie of the Year for 2007
by: Bruce Boeder, Chairman PCA Club Racing & Rookie of the Year, Henry Hoeh
I'm pleased to announce that the recipient of the Michael
Melton Memorial Rookie Award for 2007 is Henry Hoeh
of the Metro New York Region. But first, for those of you
who didn't have the privilege of knowing Michael Melton,
a couple of comments on him.
Michael was an international law professor at
Boston University Law School, after having worked for the
IRS and various firms earlier in his career. Michael was an
avid supporter of PCA and specifically PCA club
racing. He also was a school boy athlete (football and
lacrosse), dog lover, lover of good food and drink,
raconteur, and quietly the life of any party or group he ever
attended. After attending and volunteering at numerous
club races, his friends at European Performance
Engineering convinced him to jump into club racing in his
1969 911T, running in J class. Michael thereafter
disparagingly referred to himself as "The
Rookie".
Michael was the second editor of Club
Racing News but unfortunately passed away in 1999 of
pancreatic cancer.
His friends at EPE in Natick,
Massachusetts have given this award in his memory ever
since.
The award winner is chosen by the stewards, who
review a large group of rookie racers who have taken part
safely and successfully in at least five races in their rookie
season. This year Henry Hoeh rose to the top of that
group. I'll let him tell the story in his own words

Henry Hoeh
Rookie of the Year for 2007
1988 924S Black #92 in Class SP1
I purchased the ’88 924S in June of 2006
shortly after I found out that PCA had created the
SP1 class for the 2006 season. I have always driven
944s and had been interested in going club racing for
a while, so this was the perfect opportunity for me to
finally do it. When I bought it, the 924S was a
completely stock, street-driven car that had never
seen a race track. Except for the custom welded-in
roll cage, I did all the prep work myself including
striping the interior, doing the complete suspension
with
alignment and corner balancing and adding
all the other required safety equipment.
The car was ready just in time for my first
club race event in late April ’07 at Lime Rock Park,
CT. It rained all day during my rookie school and at
the end of the first day was my first real race, a one
10
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hour enduro. 43 cars started the enduro on the 1.53
mile Lime Rock course so I was never alone on track
for the entire hour. Needless to say, that was the
busiest hour of my life!!! I followed up that event
with sprint and enduro races at Watkins Glen and
Mosport. I can’t wait for next season to begin!
I have been a PCA member for 20 years as of
November ’07. As a member of the Metro New
York region, I held positions on the board as:
Autocross Chair, DE Chair, Vice President and
President and have been a DE instructor for 12 years.
At the Zone level, I was Zone 1 Rep for 5 years as
well as the being on the Zone 1 staff as: Club Race
Chair, Club Race Registrar and Zone Treasurer.
Currently, I am a event chair on the Charlotte Parade
committee.
I participate in most of the activities offered
by PCA. DE, autox, rallies, tours and tech session
are my favorites. While I have zero interest in
showing my car in a concours (cars were made to be
driven!), I do often participate as a judge. I am 43
years old and work as an aerospace engineer at
Northrop Grumman Corporation.
Here are pictures from my first club race at Lime
Rock:

CRN April-June 2008
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Over 25 Years Experience Repairing & Servicing Porsches
Engine & Transmission Overhauls and Improvements
Precision Four Wheel Alignments & Corner Balancing
911, 996 & 997 GT3 Cup, R, RS, RSR Specialists
Storage, Trackside Support, Arrive & Drive Programs
Driver Training & Coaching, Data Acquisition Analysis
Corporate Driving Experience & Hospitality

With Autometrics the Difference Is In The Details
Located In Charleston, South Carolina
(843) 763-7356
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autometricsmotorsports.com

Track Car Preparation, Transportation & Track Support
Driver’s Ed, Club Racing & Professional Competition
Your “One Stop Shop”
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What’s Your Number?
By: Michael Wingfield, PCA Club Racing Timing & Scoring
Everyone has a number. Whether it is your phone
number, sleep number, or SSN, you have a number.
If you’re a racer, you have a car number. The
racer’s car number serves to identify the car, and
ultimately the driver, to fellow competitors, corner
workers, and race officials. Racers choose a
number and proudly display the number on their
car. Unfortunately, with thousands of racers in
PCA Club Racing, no driver has the luxury of
owning an exclusive car number.
For each race, individual driver car number requests
are sorted and a non-duplicated car number is
assigned to each competitor (except for shared
cars). The process takes time, with every effort
given to allow an entrant to display the requested
number. But like the lottery, more than one driver
typically requests the same car number. Someone
will ultimately have to modify or change a car
number at a race to resolve a number conflict and
prevent duplication of the car number during a race
weekend. This modification, whether adding a
number, removing a number, or altering a number,
is a task the driver should address with due
diligence.
The 2008 PCA Club Racing Rules (rulebook)
clearly defines how car numbers must appear on
each racecar. Specifically, the rules pertaining to
car numbers appear in General Rule #7 and General
Rule #8, included here:
7. All cars must display easily
readable numbers (1 - 3 digits
only) for identification. The
numbers must be displayed on
each side, the front and the
rear of the vehicle on a
contrasting background. Numbers shall be at least 8 inches
high with 1-1/2 to 2 inch
strokes on the sides and front
and 4 inches high with a 1
inch stroke on the rear.
Magnetic numbers must be
securely taped in place. The
PCA Racing logo must be
14
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displayed on both sides of the
racecar.
8. All cars must have their class
displayed front and rear in
easily readable characters at
least 4 inches high. Super
classes need display only the
number and letter after the
GT- (for example, 2S). In all
cases, if Timing and Scoring
cannot read car numbers and
class designation from their
location, the competitor will
be required to change those
numbers/letters if he/she
wants to be timed. PCA Club
Racing National Sponsor
logos may be required on all
cars.
Likewise, the 2008 Technical and Safety Annual
Inspection form includes an item addressing car
numbers. When you sign your annual inspection
form and initial item #13, you are indicating that
you are in compliance with General Rule #7 and #8.
Specifically, item #13 in the “CAR:” section of the
annual inspection form states:
13. Numbers and 2008 Class designation of
proper size in correct locations.
When you design and apply your car numbers, try
to envision how the car will appear at full speed
from a distance away. Remember, the corner
workers and race officials typically see your car at
speed, and from more than 10 feet away. This is
especially true of Race Control and Timing &
Scoring (T&S), both of which typically are located
in a tower quite some distance from the race track.
For example, examine Figure 1. This is a typical
view of a racecar from a control tower. Can you
identify the car number of this racecar? The dark
area on the white door, immediately below the
passenger window is not the car number. The car
number is lost in the graphics on the side of the car

and is too small to been seen from the control tower.
This car violates General Rule #7, concerning
number size and “easily readable numbers”.

Figure 1. Typical T&S View of Illegible Car Number

In contrast, examine Figure 2. This car is of the
same type and relative speed as the car in Figure 1.
Yet the car in Figure 2 has a car number that is
clearly visible from the T&S location, even with the
car at speed. This is an example of a good car
number, in compliance with the general rules for car
numbers.

Figure 2. T&S View of a Racecar with Legible Numbers

At this point, some of you may be asking, “Why
should T&S need to see the car number? That is
why I have a transponder.” The transponder is but
one way T&S identifies a car on the race track. T&S
verifies the car color, description, class and car number, correlating this information to the transponder
number. If your transponder
malfunctions,
the number is missing or recorded in error in the
scoring computer database, T&S uses visual identification of your car, thus the car number is vital.
Suppose during your registration, your transponder
number is recorded incorrectly. When your car
crosses the scoring loop, the T&S computer
receives a string of numbers identifying your
transponder, NOT your car. T&S must then look at

your car to determine your identity and score you for
the session. T&S does this by matching the car description with the car number and assigning the
transponder to your car. Without a car number, T&S
can not determine the correct car for the transponder
number. Now look again at Figure 1 and ask yourself, what is the car number? It is
impossible to
tell the car number in this example.
T&S is just one part of race operations trying to
identify cars by number. Corner workers and Race
Control must also readily identify cars by number.
Suppose a car starts dropping fluid on the race track.
If you’re that car, you want to be flagged off the
track before you damage your car further or cause
harm to fellow competitors. If you’re a
fellow
competitor, you want the offending car off the track
before you get caught in the slippery stuff dripping
on the track. The corner workers must clearly identify the car number so the race Steward can have the
offending car removed from the track. If the car
number is difficult or confusing to read, the incorrect
car might receive the black flag,
leaving the
leaking car on track longer than
necessary.
General Rule #7 also specifies that the car number
must appear “on a contrasting background.” The car
and car number should not have the same color,
unless the car number has something distinguishing
the number from the car, such as a large disc
background in a contrasting color. To illustrate the
car number contrast requirement, examine
Figure 3. Both the car and the car number appear in
the same color - white. Note too that the car in Figure 3 is parked on the grid and the photo is taken
from a distance of about 15 feet. Now try to
envision how this car appears from the control tower
with the car at speed. When viewed at speed and
from the control tower, the car in Figure 3
appears to have no car number.

Figure 3. Bad Car Number Contrast
Continued on Next Page...
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Continued from Previous Page...

An example of a good car number contrast appears
in Figure 4. The large white numbers on this red
car have additional contrast by outlining the car
numbers in black. This makes these car numbers
“easily readable” when the car is at speed and
viewed from the control tower or a corner worker
station.

To further illustrate the smallness of the numbers
on the car in Figure 5, examine the close up view
of the same car number in Figure 6. Figure 6
shows the “5” digit of the car number entirely covered by a US dollar bill. The US dollar is 6-1/8
inches in length and 2-1/8 in width. Recall that
General Rule #7 states,
“Numbers shall be at least 8 inches
high with 1-1/2 to 2 inch strokes on
the sides and front and 4 inches
high with a 1 inch stroke on the
rear.”

Figure 4. Good Car Number Contrast

Compare the large size of the car numbers in
Figure 4 with the small numbers on the car in
Figure 5. While the numbers on the car in
Figure 5 may appear “easily readable,” it is
important to note that the photograph was taken
less than 10 feet way from the parked car. As
mentioned earlier, try to envision how this car
number appears to corner workers, Race Control,
or T&S as the car travels past at speed.

Figure 6. Car Number Covered by a Dollar Bill

Thus, if you can cover a number on your car with a
dollar bill, then the number is too small in height.
Likewise, you can fold the dollar bill in half
lengthwise to get a 1-1/16 width gauge. If you can
cover the stroke of a car number with a folded
dollar bill, then the car number does not comply
with the width required in General Rule #7.
Finally, racers often have to modify a car number
at an event. The most common car number
modification is the addition of either a leading or
trailing “1.” Whether adding a “1” or some other
number to modify a car number, the number
modification is also subject to the Club Racing
General Rules (easily readable, contrasting
background, size).

Figure 5. Small Car Numbers
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To illustrate car number modification, consider
Figure 7. Can you easily identify the car number
of this racecar, as it sits on the grid, as viewed
from less than 10 feet away? Here is a hint; the car
number is not “10.” Could you identify the car

number of this car if this car passed you at speed
from a distance of 100 feet?

modification the same as your base car number.
Figure 9 illustrates this principle perfectly. This
racer was required to add a leading “1” to the base
car number of “87,” resulting in a car number of
“187.” Note how the added “1” has the same strong
contrast and size as the base number. The racer even
added a serif to the top of the “1” for better clarity.

Figure 7. Illegible Modification of Car Number

If you had trouble identifying the car number in
Figure 7, take a look at Figure 8. Figure 8 is a
close up view of the same car number, showing the
addition of a piece of gray tape. It is impossible to
tell if this strip of tape is part of the car number or
used as a repair. Perhaps it is used to hold the
number background yellow disk in place (General
Rule #7 - “Magnetic numbers must be securely taped
in place.”), or it is holding the leading edge of the
white graphic in place.
The added tape is supposed to represent the addition
of a trailing “1” to make the car number “101.”
However, the grey tape “1” is smaller than a dollar
bill and does not contrast well with the car color, and
other car graphics. The “1” becomes just another
graphic on the side of the car leaving the car number
to be incorrectly identified as “10” rather than “101.”

Figure 9. Good Additional Leading "1"

So what is the big deal with car numbers anyway?
Does it really matter how a car number looks? What
happens if a racer fails to comply with the car number requirements? Yes, car numbers are important,
and provide one of the single most important sources
of information to corner workers, Race Control, and
Timing & Scoring. In each instance, car identification consists of a car color and a car number. As for
what may happen to a racer who does not comply
with the car number requirements, one need only
look in the PCA Club Racing Rules. General Rule #8
states in part:
“In all cases, if timing and scoring cannot
read car numbers and class designation
from their location, the competitor will
be required to change those numbers/
letters if he/she wants to be timed.”
So next time you are preparing and cleaning that
racecar, give a little thought to your car numbers.
Think about those folks standing in the bunkers, or
sitting high above the track in the control towers trying to uniquely identify your car from the other competitors on track. We really want to see that car
number. Large clear numbers make the T&S task
more efficient, and it ultimately keeps you and your
fellow competitors safer on track.

Figure 8. Close up View of Car 101

When modifying your car number, treat the
CRN April-June 2008
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PCA Club Racing
National Committee
Chairman
Bruce A. Boeder
11919 Hilloway Road
Minnetonka, MN 55305
Phone:
952.593.5544 (Home)
Phone:
952.475.7040 (Work)
Fax:
952.475.7042
Email:
clubracingchair@pca.org

Program and License Coordinator
Susan Shire
1897 Mission Hills Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
Phone:
847.272.7764
Fax:
847.272.7785
Email:
pcaclubrace@aol.com

Sponsor Coordinator
Steve Rashbaum
1897 Mission Hills Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
Phone:
847.272.7732
Fax:
847.272.7785
Email: steve.rashbaum@invitrogen.com

$69
$258
$369

Chief National Steward
Bryan Henderson
2416 Bedford Circle
Bedford, TX 76021-1822
Phone:
817.354.6045
Phone:
817.854.2664 (Work)
Fax:
817.345.6045
Email:
bryan_h@tx.rr.com

Chief National Scrutineer
Dick Dobson
P.O. Box 702751
Tulsa, OK 74170-2751
Phone:
918.251.2751
Fax:
918.299.5051
Email:
dickdobson@webzone.net

Technical and Rules Chair
Donna Amico
8805 Blue Sea Drive
Columbia, MD 21046
Phone:
410.381.5769
Email:
donnaamico@comcast.net

Public Relations Coordinator
Patti Mascone
1618 Moffet Road
Silver Spring, MD 20903
Phone:
301.335.4505
Email:
esscape26@hotmail.com
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2008 Club Racing Calendar
Date
July 19/20

Event
Putnam Park Road Course*

Region
OhioValley

July 26/27

Brainerd International*

Nord Stern

Aug 1-3

Mosport International Raceway*

Upper Canada

Aug 8-10

VIR*

Zone 2

Aug 15-17

Blackhawk Farms Raceway*

Milwaukee

Aug 16/17

High Plains Raceway*

Rocky Mountain

Aug 30-Sep 1

Road America*

Chicago

Sept 12-14

Thunderbolt Raceway*

Schattenbaum

Sep 27/28

Miller Motorsports Park*

InterMountain

Oct 3-5

Summit Point Motorsports Park*

Potomac

Oct 10-12

Daytona International Speedway*

Florida Citrus/Florida Crown

Oct 18/19

Hallet Motor Racing Circuit

Cimarron

Oct 31-Nov 2

Carolina Motorsports Park*

Carolinas

Nov 22/23

No Problem Raceway*

Mardi Gras

Dec 5-7

Roebling Road

Florida Crown

Contact
Rich Rosenberg 513.530.9090
RJROL@aol.com
Roger Johnson 763.557.9578
Rsamerica93@comcast.net
Wayne Spiegelberg 905.825.2853
spieg57@gmail.com
Tom Bobbitt 757.259.7823
tom.pca@cox.net
Mike Clemens
mclemens@sbcglobal.net
Bob Speights 970.282.3495
bobspeights@comcast.net
Keith Clark 630.690.3381
kc_design@sbcglobal.net
Dan Petchel 609.298.2277
carsinc@comcast.net
Mark Boschert 801.596.8245
mboschert1@comcast.net
Kevin Oyler 240.505.4332
kevino@scmanage.com
Dave Rodenroth 904.251.9552
racer914@earthlink.net
Earl Schott 918.455.2888
eschott@valornet.com
John Alpaugh803.736.3950
jpa914@aol.com
John Crosby 958.674.7500
jlcrosby@crosbydevelopment.com
Bob Linville 614.834.2047
cblinville@earthlink.net

* Indicates an enduro event
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The Classifieds
1990 944 S2 Firehawk Race Car
Penzoil car from Canadian series. Yellow w/
black. Complete vehicle rebuild by Precision
Motorsports (over $20k spent). PCA Club Racing
E Class legal at 2,900 lbs w/driver! Asking
$29,500 race ready.
Will 908.310.4858 NJ.
1989
Porsche
944
Turbo
S
Red. Powerhaus Turbo, Motec M4 Pro engine
management (data logging, add’l memory, lambda
sensor upgrade), 475 hp, 50 hrs; new clutch, brake
bias, adjustable 968 RS wing; Recaro SRD seat;
welded roll cage w/window net; 2 sets of 18”
wheels w/Hoosiers, composite fenders, hood,
doors, nose, splitter; Lexan windows.
Will
908.310.4858 NJ.
1999 996 Cup Car brand new transmission &
clutch 2 sets of wheels, 40+ hrs great leak down
#s. Never been in a accident cleanest 1999 out
there! 2006 GTC3 class wins at Midamerica,
Autobhann, Topeka (track record). $65,000.00 obo
Contact Bill Berard (952) 921- 4955 ex1 mmabill@aol.com
1984 911 CARRERA, PCA GT-3S, low hour
race 3.4, f resh 915, short ratios,
L/S, Sachs; engine and tranny coolers, 20 gal. Fuel
Safe, Koolshirt, Sparco seats, 6 pt. cage, carbon
fiber doors, fenders, hood, dash; weighs 2100
lbs., twin-turbo brakes (new front rotors & pads), 3
sets 993 wheels & tires, new Hoosiers, 3.8 RS
wing, coil-overs, monoball, fresh paint, current
log book, much more. Fast, reliable, low maintenance race car, beautifully built by "Foreign Affairs" in Florida for 5 times the cost. Ultimate
cheap thrills for $32,000. Quality trades
considered. Greg Gosar,719 852-5950, Monte
Vista, Colorado, 81144. gosar@amigo.net
1984 911 Carrera Targa Race Car: E Class with
chip or F Stock w/o chip. Same owner since 1989,
raced in PCA and HSR since 1994. FRESH 3.2
Ltr. with $7K rebuild. Full custom cage, ATL,
Mocal, fresh 915 with Swepco 201, 23/31 torsion
bars, Steve Wong chip, FIRE BOTTLE, MUCH
MORE. RACE READY $35,500.00 TAMPA,
FL. LARRY HOFFMAN 813-288-9117.
1993 964 GT1 R/S Race Car. Stock Twin Turbo
450 HP, G50/50 6 speed. Pro-Car, Built for American Lemans series no expense spared., Current
PCA GT1S lap record holder Road America. 1st
Place at Road Atlanta in 2005. 1st Road America
2005. Stored since. Very fast, Reliable, Safe-best
of everything $85,000. View details & photos:
www.dna-motorsports.comSteve Keneally 617838-4648 e-mail: steve@dna-motorsports.com
1995 Porsche 993 RSR (factory 993 Cup) riginal
993 Cup 3.8l RSR; WPOZZZ99ZRS398073; Fresh
3.8 engine 400HP; GT2 EVO2 body; 2,350 lbs;
MOTEC; G50 6; Big red; 2 sets BBS; central
bolts; Endurance cell; Many parts. CAD/
US$62,000. jgailleur@hotmail.com 514-578-3601
more at http://993cupforsale.googlepages.com
1977 930 Race Car GT1R '04 GT3RS
body. Professionally built by 911 Design. Over
$150,000 invested. Low hours, 3.4 Twin Turbo,
Fuel Cell, Bual Brake Bias, Fab Car Shifter, Guard
Gears, Bump Steer, Big Reds, 2 sets of wheels.
Ready to race, $55,000. Call Lorren Stiles (702)
860-3681, or e-mail lorrenstiles@cox.net
2005 Porsche 997 Koni Challenge Purchased
brand new from PCNA, New Jersey title, all white
body inside and out, full cage, JRZ 3 way shocks,
adjustable blade Cup type sway bars, Fikse wheels,
Motorsport programed ABS, GT race diff, AIM
dash, transponder, Delphi on board locator, new
factory engine& trans, new race clutch, ready to
race Koni or PCA, POC. NASA in 2008, this car is
like new,spares package available, Renegade Toter
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and
stacker
also
available
see
www.bodymotion.com for photos and full breakdown and pricing or call Mike @ 732-245-5505 or
e mail me at mike@bodymotion.com
1967 911S Viper Green Numbers Matching
2.0L # 308377S GT 5 S Full Roll Cage, Corbeau
Monza Seats, and 5 Piece Race belts. 2 Sets
Wheels & Tires,15 Gal Fuel Cell, Turbatrol Oil
Cooler, Weber Carbs, MSD Ignition, Short Gears –
CFLOS, Lexan Rear Window, 2153 Lbs. Fully
sorted and ready to compete.PCA Club Race and
Rocky Mountain Vintage Racing Log
Books.Pictures at : thesourceintl.com/67s Email
Dale Thero speedster1@thesourceintl.com
1973 911 GT4 , 1,970 lbs., 6 events on motor - 2.8
early alum case, Haltech inj, Schrick cams, extra
wheels, new fuel cell, 3 nozzle fire, MSD,
Bremtek, Quaife,full cage, C/F wing, spares,
logbooks & open trailer. Photos avail. $36,500.
G a r y M c N a i r,
707 252 2363.
gmtrackman@sbcglobal.net
1989 Porsche 944S2 F Class
Two races on
complete motor and transmission rebuild. Head
work, crank line bored with all new internal
parts.Complete Racer's Edge suspension including
A-arms and new billet hubs.Rebuilt Leda struts,
new springs. New Rotors in box. Two oil coolers,all gauges, all safety equipment, cool suit hard
wired, turbo splitter, 3 sets of 18" wheels and
hosiers,limited slip. Lots of spare parts. Third
place Daytona sprint. You can drive better than me
so you will have a winning car! Call Paul 1-800256-1050
2005 Porsche 997 Koni Challenge Purchased
brand new from PCNA, New Jersey title, all white
body inside and out, full cage, JRZ 3 way shocks,
adjustable blade Cup type sway bars, Fikse wheels,
Motorsport programed ABS, GT race diff, AIM
dash, transponder, Delphi on board locator, new
factory engine& trans, new race clutch, ready to
race Koni or PCA, POC. NASA in 2008, this car is
like new,spares package available, Renegade Toter
and
stacker
also
available
see
www.bodymotion.com for photos and full breakdown and pricing or call Mike @ 732-245-5505 or
e mail me at mike@bodymotion.com
2001 GT3 Cup car for sale. Fresh engine & trans,
dyno time only, 2005 update gears, new 8:32,
updated big brakes, fuel cell, stock class GTC3
legal, shocks just rebuilt by Bilstein, realigned,
new windshield, most areas just repainted, laminate protective on rockers, turn-key, no issues needs nothing. $85,000. Dyno sheets available.
Spare set of BBS wheels with slicks, another with
rains available. Featherlite 20' trailer also available, wand, hoses, regulators, impact gun, POR.
Not all Cupcars are created equal. This was a
Kadach Supercup, and it's a fast one! Jim (585)
734-8243 jssullivan@stny.rr.com
1984 911 Carrera Targa Race Car: F class w
chip or E w/o chip. Same owner and all paperwork
from 1989. Races and podiums in PCA and HSR
(FIA5.0). NO PAINT WORK, NO ACCIDENTS,
NO DNF'S. FRESH 3.2 ltr, FRESH 915, Full
Custom Rollcage--Very rigid for Targa. ATL,
Mocal,
Kirkey,
23/31
TB,
22mm.
Adj. Sways, Steve Wong Chip, 3 Nozzle FireBottle, CamberTruss, Turbo Tie Rods, New F/R Calipers, "Cool Brake", New CV's, Short Shift. Wired
for Radio and Cool Suit.... MUCH MORE. Contact
for Pics. Corner Balanced and Lowered. Fully
Sorted..Just add Gas and GO!!! Reliable and Inexpensive to run. $27,900.00 USD. Tampa, Fl. Larry
Hoffman 813-919-9117, Hoffman 911@aol.com
1983 944 Race Car Built by Steinel's
Autowerks. Recent new rod bearings and fuel

injectors. New exhaust including Racer's Edge
header. Adjustable Weltmeister sway bars with
new bushings, Koni adjustable shocks.
Accusump. 3 sets of wheels. Its a proven winner
and
$1,500
in
tires
sweetens
the
deal. $10,500. Brandon Sick,Rock Hill, SC at
803-554-3689 or onesickmd@aol.com
1987 PORSCHE 944 FACTORY BUILT
TURBO CUP RACE CAR, NUMBER ONE OF
NINE IMPORTED TO THE US FOR THE SCCA
ESCORT SHOWROOM STOCK SERIES.
ORIGINAL RED PAINT & WHITE MAGNESIUM FUCHS, ONLY 21,000 MILES WITH NO
DAMAGE HISTORY BECAUSE IT WAS
NEVER RACED. IT SOLD NEW TO GM AND
USED
FOR COMPARISON
PURPOSES
AGAINST THE CORVETTE, NEW SPARCO II
SEAT,TRANNY REBUILCLUTCH INSTALLED
AT 14,000MILES. PERFECT EXAMPLE. ASKING $52,500 CALL DENNY HANSON IN ORLANDO AT 407-273-6071
2006 997 Cup Car. Near perfect condition. Zero
hour PMNA motor. Fresh Copans trans. Nicely
done new black paint ready for graphics. Never
any tub damage. Stock shocks and 1 set of wheels.
$150,000 Tim McKenzie 608 444 3860.
1980 911 SC euro, fresh Pat Williams engine and
transmission, E stock, fully race ready, full welded
cage, 6 nozzle firebottle, full race suspension,
many podium finishes. Two sets BBS, one set
fuchs. $40,000, $50,000 with fully equipped Pace
enclosed trailer, cabinets, racks, A/C, etc.
rchurin@bellsouth.net
1985.5 944 SP2 class,complete Racers Edge bushings,Leda adj. coil over susp.,Weltmeister sway
bars front & rear, camber plates,strut brace,Bursch
header,Spec clucth,LSD,K&N cone filter,8"& 9"
CCW wheels with new Hoosiers,Nascar bars,seat
back brace,extra parts,lots of wins, $13,000, call
Denny @610-562-8956
2007 997 Factory Cup Car, one of 35 brought in
to the US in 2007. Premier factory fuel cell
16000.00 Dash upgrade to pro logger 4000.00. All
PMNA Upgrades. 35 Hrs on car. Car is in excellent
condition,
and
ready
to
race. $175000.00. Tim (570) 460-3759
Trailex CT-7541 Open Trailer with surge brakes,
tire rack. (2) spare wheels with trailer mount /
cover, adjustable wheel stops, $850 maintenance
service 2 month ago - all new tires (Goodyear
Marathon), new surge brake unit incl. master cylinder, bearing service, and brake fluid flush.
$2950, 845-227-2492, (New York)
wjfarrel@gmail.com
1988 944 Turbo S Race Car: Big Reds, Charlie
Arms and caster blocks, new top end, hoses, seals,
and airlines replace, 17in Fikse FM/10's, 944 S2
ring and pinion, suspension points are Delray
bushings, Porsche Motorsport suspension, camber
adjustments, rear coil overs, additional oil cooler,
helmet ooling system, fiberglass intercooler intake
and rear European style bumper and much more.
35k Todd 407-342-0259 or tfosnow@cfl.rr.com.

Classified Advertising Classified ads are free to Club
Racing members. There is a 60-word limit per ad. Ads
may be subject to editing and abbreviation per the
requirements of available space. Ads with pictures are
being accepted at a prepaid price of $30 for two issues.
(Larger ads can be purchased at our regular advertising
rates.) Ads will run for two issues unless renewed, or the
notification of sale is received. Submit ads to the CRN
editor via mail or email. (Andy Jones, PO Box 990447,
Redding, California 96099-0447; clubracing@jps.net)
Ads are limited to vehicles and trailers. We do not
accept business related ads in the classifieds. Advertisements for parts and accessories will be respectfully refused.
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